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As for the Arts of Delight and Ornalne~~t, they are l~ctst 
~~romoted by the greatest number o f  emulators. And i t  
is more likel!, that one ingenions curious man may 
rather be fount1 among 4 millio~l thall among 400 

persons.. . 
- WI~.I.I,\M PI:TTY. (cited in Simon (1981), p. 158) 

he neoclassical gro~vth lnodel highlights tecl~nological pro- 
gress as the engine of ecollomic growth, and the previous chapter 
discussed in broad terms the econosiics of ideas and technologv. In 
this chapter, we incorporate the insights from the previous chapters 
to develop an explicit theory of tecl~nological progress. The model we 
develop allows us to explore the engine of economic growth, thus ad- 
dressing the second main question posed at the beginning of this book. 
We seek an understanding of why the advanced economies of the world, 
such as the United States, have grown at something like 2 percent per 
year for the last century. Where does the technological progress that 
underlies this growth come from? Why is the growth rate 2 percent per 
year instead of 1 percent or 10 percent'? Can we expect this growth to 
continue, or is there some limit to economic growth? 

Much of the work by sconomists to address theso qoestioes has 
been labeled e~idogenoos growih tiieory or ee.1 growth theory. Instead 
of assuming that growth occurs l)tr:al~s(? of automatic and unmodel(?d 
lexogrnoesl improvements in technology, the theory foc:oses on onda-  
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stanrling t l~e  ocononlic f'orc:os uncicrlying tc~cl~~~ological progress. An 
importilnt contribution of [])is work is the rc!cognit ion that technolog- 
ical ~nogrcss occurs as profit-maximizing firms or inventors seek out 
ncwcr and better mousetrnps. Adam Smith wrote that "it is not from 
thc bone\lolence of tlic l~utt:l~er, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect 
our dinner, but h m  their regard to their owll interest" (Smith 1776 
11981 1, pp. 26-7). Similarly, it is the possibility of earning a profit that 
drivcts firms to develop a colnputer that can fit in your hand, a soft drink 
with only a single calorie, or a way to record TV programs and movies 
to be replayed at your cortvenience. In this \vay, impr~\~elnents in tech- 
nology, and the process of economic growth itself, are understood as an 
endogenous outcome of the economy. 

The specific theory we will develop in this chapter was constructed 
b~ Paid Romer in a series of papers, includi~lg a 1990 paper titled 
"Endogeneous Technological Change."' 

THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE MODEL 

The Roruer model endogenizes tech~lological progress by introducing 
the search for new ideas by researchers interested in profiting from 
their inventions. The market structure and economic incentives that 
are at the heart of this process will be examined in detail in Section 5.2. 
First, thougll, we will outline the basic elements of the model and their 
implications for economic growth. 

The model is designed to explain why and how the advanced coun- 
tries of the worldvexhibit sustained growth. In contrast to the neoclas- 
sical models in earlier chapters, which could be applied to different 
countries, the model in this chapter describes the advanced countries 
of the tvorld as a whole. Technological progress is driven by research 
and development (R&D) in the advanced world. In the next chapter we 

"1.11~: vc:l.siocl ol th(: Romc!r motl(:l that we will prc!sctnt in this c:l~a~>tcr is based on Jones 
(I!J!J~;I). 'I.II~:I.~! is onc: kc!? eIifli:rc:clct: I~etwecn tho two nlotlols, ivIli(:l~ will be discussedat 
the: ;~lqli.ol~ria(r! tin\.. . Other not;~I~Ir: contriI)ntions to tilo Litcr;~tur(: o n  ~a~-based  growth 
~~lc,[lc!ls ic~(:lllclc: (;T(ISSIII~I~I i111cl I l(:lprnan [1!1!)1) ;111tl ~ g h i o n  ;inti Howit1 (19g2)3 These 
luodc!ls ;it.,! s t , ~ ~ ~ n t i m o s  c;ril(:d S(:humpctaria~l grclwth models, hccause they were antici- 

I 1~111:cl I)y 11111 work of J ~ ) s o ~ ) I ~  Sc:I~el~lll)et~r i l l  the I;tte 1!)30s and early 1940s. 
I 
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will explore the important process of technology transfer and why dif- 
ferent econo~nies have different levels of technology. For the moment, 
we will concern ourselves with how the world technological frontier is 
continually pushed outward. 

As was the case with the Solow model, there are two main elements 
in the Romer model of endogenous technological change: an equation 
describing the production function and a set of equations describing 
how the inputs for the production function evolve over time. The main 
equations will be similar to the equations for the Solow model, with 
one important difference. 

The aggregate production function in the Romer model describes 
how the capital stock, K ,  and labor, Ly ,  combine to produce output, Y. 
using the stock of ideas, A: 

where a is a parameter between 0 and 1. For the moment, we take 
this production function as given: in Section 5.2, we will discuss in 
detail the market structure and the microfoundations of the economy 
that underlie this aggregate production function. 

For a given level of technology. A, the production function in equa- 
tion (5.1) exhibits constant returns to scale in K and Lv. However. when 
we recognize that ideas (A) are also an input into production. then there 
are increasing returns. For example, once Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak 
invented the plans for assembling personal computers, those plans (the 
"idea") did not need to be invented again. To double the production of 
personal computers, Jobs and Wozniak needed only to double the num- 
ber of integrated circuits, semiconductors, etc., and find a larger garage. 
That is, the production function exhibits constant returns to scale with 
respect to the capital and labor inputs, and therefore must exhibit in- 
creasing returns with respect to all three inputs: if you double capital, 
labor, and the stock of ideas, then you will more than double output. 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the presence of increasing returns to scale 
results fundamentally from the nonrivalrous nature of ideas. 

The accumulation equations for capital and labor are identical to 
those for the Solow model. Capital accumulates as people in the econ-; 
omy forego consumption at some given rate, su, and depreciates at the' 
exogenous rate d: a * 
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Lilbor. wliich is equivalent to the population, grows exponentially at 
somc constant and exogenous rate n: 

The key equation that is new relative to the neoclassical model is the 
equation describing technological progress. In the neoclassical model, 
the productivity term A grows exogenously at a constant rate. In the 
Romer model, growth in A is endogenized. How is this accomplished? 
The answer is with a production function for new ideas: just as more 
automobile workers can produce more cars, we assume that more re- 
searchers can produce more new ideas. 

According to the Romer model. A(t)  is the stock of knowledge or the 
number of ideas that have been invented over the course of history up 
until time t. Then, A is the number of new ideas produced at any given 
point in time. In the simplest version of the model, A is equal to the 
number of people attempting to discover new ideas. LA, multiplied by 
the rate at which they discover new ideas, 6: 

The rate at which researchers discover new ideas might simply be a 
constant. On the other hand. one could imagine that it depends on the 
stock of ideas that have already been invented. For example. perhaps 
the invention of ideas in the past raises the productivity of researchers 
in the present. In this case, 8 would be an  increasing function of A. The 
discovery of ca l cu l l ,  the invention of the laser, and the development 
of integrated circuits are examples of ideas that have increased the 
productivity of later research. On the other hand, perhaps the most 
obvious ideas are discovered first and subsequent ideas are increasingly 
difficult to discover. In this case. 8 would be a decreasing function of A. 

This reasoning suggests modeling the rate at which new ideas are 
produced as 

where 6 and 4 are constants. In this equation, 4 > o indicates that 
the productivity of research increases with the stock of ideas that have 
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already becn ctiscovered; C/J -: 0 c:orrcspo~lds to the "fishing out" cbilsti 
in which the fish 1)ec:omc harder to catch over time. Finallv, cb = O 

indicates that the tendenc:y I'or tIi(: 11iost ol~vious idcas to l ~ t :  discovorcd 
first exactly offsets the fact that old ideas may facilitate the discovery 
of new ideas - i.e., the productiv~ty of research is indeperidel~t of the 
stock of knowledge. 

It is also possible that the average productivity of research depends 
on the number of people searching for new ideas at any point in time. 
For example, perhaps duplication of effort is more likely when there are 
more persons engaged in research. One way of modeling this possibility 
is to suppose that it is really L ~ " ,  where A is some parameter between 0 
and 1, rather than LA that enters the production function for new ideas. 
This, together with equations (5.3) and (5.2), suggests focusing on the 
following general production function for ideas: 

For reasons that will become clear, we will assume that 4 < 1. 

Equations (5.2) and (5.4) illustrate a very important aspect of mod- 
eling economic g r o ~ t h . ~  Individual researchers, being small relative to 
the economy as a whole, take 6 as given and see constant returns to re- 
search. As in equation (5.2), an individual engaged in research creates 6 
new ideas. In the economy as a whole, however, the production function 
for ideas may not be characterized by constant returns to scale. While $ 
will change by only a minuscule amount in response to the actions of 
a single researcher, it clearly varies with aggregate research e f f ~ r t . ~  For 
example, A < 1 may reflect an externality associated with duplication: 
some of the ideas created by an individual researcher may not be new to 
the economy as a whole. This is analogous to congestion on a highway. 
Each driver ignores the fact that his or her presence makes it slightly 
harder for other drivers to get where they are going. The effect of any 
single driver is negligible, but summed across all drivers, the effects can 
be important. 

'This n1odc:ling tc:c:hniqc~e will tx: r:x~~Iorc:cl ; I ~ ; I ~ I I  in (.;h;;tplc:r 8 in lhc: c:onls:xl o f  "AK" 
morit?ls of grc~wl h. 
"Notice that the trx;lcl t!xpression I l r  i, inc:orpor;rtil~g 110111  dc~plic:;~liolt ;~n(l k~lowl~:dgc! 
spillovc:rs, is 6 = &L,,-'A". 

Similarlv. the presence of A'" is treated as external to the individ- 
ual agent. Consider the case of 4 > 0, reflecting a positive knowledge 
spillover i n  research. The gains to society from the theory of gravita- 
tion far outweighed the benefit that Isaac Newton was able to capture. 
Much of the knowledge he created "spilled over" to future researchers. 
Of course, Newton himself also benefited from the knowledge created 
by ~xeviou~scit?ntists such as Kepler, as he recognized in the famous 
statement, "IS I have seen farther than others, it is because I was stand- 
ing on the shoulders of giants." With this in mind, we might refer to 
the externality associated with & as the "standing on shoulders" effect, 
and by extension, the externality associated with A as the "stepping on 
toes" effect. 

Next, we need to discuss how resources are allocated in this econ- 
omy. There are two key allocations. First, we assume (as before) that a 
constant fraction of output is invested in capital. Second, we have to 
decide how much labor works to produce output and how much works 
to produce ideas, recognizing that these two activities employ all of the 
labor in the economy: 

I,,. + t* = L. 

In a more sophisticated model (and indeed, in Romer's original pa- 
per), the allocation of labor is determined by utility maximization and 
markets. However, it is again convenient to make the Solow-style as- 
sumption that the allocation of labor is constant; this assumption will be 
relaxed in Section 5.2. ~ e i s s u m e  that a qbnstant fraction, L A / L  = S R ,  of 
the labor force engages in  R&D to produce new ideas, and the remaining 
fraction, 1 - s ~ ,  produ5es output. 

Finally, the economy has some initial endowments when it begins. 
We assume the economy starts out with & units of capital, 4, units of 
labor, and A(, ideas. This completes our setup of the model and we are 
ready to begin solving for some key endogenous variables, beginning 
with the long-run growth rate of this economy. 

GROWTH I N  THE ROMER MODEL 

What is the growth rate in this model along a balanced gowth path? 
Provided a constant fraction of the population is employed producing 
ideas (which we will show to be the case below), the model follows 
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the neoclassical motlcl in predicting that all por capita growtli is dur: 
to technological progrc:ss. Letting lower-casc? letters denote p(:r capita 
variables, and lettingg, tlenote the growth rate of some varial~le x along 
the balanced growth path, i t  is easy to show that 

That is, per capita outpi~t, the capital-labor ratio, and the stock of ideas 
must all grow at the same rate along a balanced growth path.4 If there 
is no technological progress in the model, then there is no growth. 

Therefore, the important question is "What is the rate of technologi- 
cal progress along a balanced growth path?" The answer to this question 
is found by rewriting the production function for ideas, equation (5.4). 
Dividing both sides of this equation by A yields 

Along a balanced growth path, A/A  = gA is constant. But this growth 
rate will be constant if and only if the numerator and the denominator - 
of the right-hand side of equation (5.5) grow at the same rate. Taking 
logs and derivatives of both sides of this equation, 

Along a balanced growth path, the growth rate of the number of re- 
searchers must be equal to the growth rate of the population-if it 
were higher, the number of researchers would eventually exceed the 
population, which is impossible. That is, L A / L A  = n. Substituting this 
into equation (5.6) yields 

4To scc tliis. (i)llow 111~: arjiurll(:~lts WI: ~nedc in do~.i\i ing c:q~ration (2 . l r l )  in Cll;~pt~:r 2. 

Intuitivcily, t h ~ :  c:apil;ll-o~rll~c~l ratio Inus1 I)(! constant ;rlong ;I I~ttlnn(:r!(l p,l.owtl~ l ~ t l l h .  It(!(:- 
ognizing lllis f;lc:t, Ill(: ~ ) r o r l ~ l c : l i o r l  1'unc;tion impli(:s tl1;ll y a n d  k r n ~ ~ s l  grow i l l  t ho  s i ~ r t ~ r :  

rate as A .  

'I'hus tht: long-run g t - o ~ ~ t h  [.;it(: o f  this cconorlly is determined by the 
I)sramc?tars of the prclduction function for ideas and the rate of growth 
ofrcsearchcrs, which is ultiunately given by the population growth rate. 

Several features of this eqtration deserve comment. First, what is 
the intuition for the equation? The intuition is most easily seen by 
(:onsidering the special case in which h = 1 and 4) = 0 so that the 
productivity of researchers is the constant 6. 111 this case, there is no 
duplication problem in research and the productivity of a researcher 
today is independent of the stock of ideas that have been discovered in 
the past. The production function for ideas looks like 

Now suppose that the number of people engaged in the search for 
ideas is constant. Because 6 is also constant, this economy generates 
a constant number of new ideas, 6LA, each period. To be more con- 
crete, let's suppose 6LA = 100. The economy begins with some stock 
of ideas, Ao, generated by previous discoveries. Initially, the 100 new 
ideas per period may be a large fraction of the existing stock, Ao. Over 
time, though, the stock grows, and the 100 new ideas becomes a smaller 
and smaller fraction of the existing stock. Therefore, the growth rate 
of the stock of ideas falls over time, eventually approaching zero. No- 
tice, however, that technological progress never ceases. The economy 
is always creating 100 new ideas. It is simply that these 100 new ideas 
shrink in comparison with the accumulated stock of ideas. 

In order to generate exponential growth, the number of new ideas 
must be expanding over time. This occurs if the number of researchers 
is increasing - for example, because of world population growth. More 
researchers mean &ore ideas, sustaining growth in the model. In this 
case, the growth in ideas is clearly related to the growth in population, 
which explains the presence of population growth in equation (5.7). 
Phelps (1968) clarifies the intuition for this basic result with an enlight- 
ening example: 

Onc can hardly imagine. I think, how poor we wo~tld be today were it not 
for the rapid population ,growth of the 1);1st to which we owe the enormous 
11ltrnl)c:r of tc?chnological atlvanccs t?njo!~od today.. . . If 1 could re-do the 
history of t h e  world, halving po~~ulation sizc c:ach year from the beginning 
of ti~ne or1 some random I,;tsis, 1 woctld not do it for fear of losing Mozart in 
th(: I"-oc:css (I>[). 51 1-51 2 ) .  
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I t  is intcrosling to c:oml);lr(: lllis rc:sult to ill(: oikc:t of ~)ol) t~l ;~t ion 
growth in thc i~coc:lassic:nl gro~itll 1iio~1c:I. 'rh(!st!, for c:xa~ill)I(!, a liigh(:r 
population growth rat0 sedr~c:cs thc: Icval of inc:onlc: along ;I I~alanc:c:d 
growth path. More pc?oplc 1nc;ln.s that marc c:apital is nc:c:dt:d to keep 
K / L  constant, but capital runs into diminishing rcturns. Ilt?ro, a n  im- 
j~orta~zt ad<litional effect exists. IJc?ople are the k(:v input to tile c:rc?ativc? 
proct?ss. A larger popillat ion generates more ideas, and l)r!c:ausc: iclt:as 
are nonrivalrous, evc:ryona in the economy benefits. 

What evidence can be presented to support the contention that the 
per capita growth sate of the world economy depends on popillation 
growth? First, notice that this particular inlplication of the model is 
very difficult to test. We have already indicated that this nlodel of the 
engine of growth is meant to describe the advanced countries of the 
world taken as a whole. Thus, we cannot use evidence on population 
growth across countries to test the model. In fact, we have already 
presented one of the most conlpelling pieces of evidence in Chapter 4. 

Recall the plot in Figure 4.4 of world population growth rates over 
the last 2,000 years. Sustained and rapid population growth is a rather 
recent phenomenon, just as is sustained and rapid growth in per capita 
output. Increases in the rate of population growth fro111 the very low 
rate observed over most of history occurred at roughly the same time as 
the Industrial Revolution. 

The result that the growth rate of the economy is tied to the growth 
rate of the population implies another seemingly strong result: if the 
population (or at least the number of researchers) stops growing, long- 
run growth ceases. What do we make of this prediction? Rephrasing 
the question slightly, if research effort in the world were constant over 
time, would economic growth eventually grind to a halt? This model 
suggests that it would. A constant research effort cannot continue the 
proportional increases in the stock of ideas needed to generate long-run 
growth. 

Actually. there is one special case in which a constant research 
effort can sustain long-run growth, and this brings us to clus second 
main comment about the model. The productiol-1 function for ideas 
considered in the original fiomer (1990) papt:r assurnc?s that h = 1 and 
d) = 1. That is, 

1it:writing tho ocli~ation slightly, we can set: that this version ofthe Korner 
~i~orlc!l ~cuill gc:nc:rate sustained grolrrth in the presence of a constant 
rusearc:h t! t'l'ost: 

In this (:;IS(:, liomcr assumes that the psoduc:tivity of research is pro- 
portional to the existing stock of ideas: 6 = &A. With this assumption, 
the productivity of researchers grows over time, even i f  the number of 
researchers is constant. 

The advantage of this specification, however, is also its drawback. 
World research effort has increased enornlously over the last forty years 
and even over the last century (see Figure 4.6 in Chapter 4 for a re- 
minder of this fact). Since LA is growing rapidly over time, the original 
Komer fornzulation in equation (5.8) predicts that the growth rate of the 
advanced economies should also have risen rapidly over the last forty 
years or the last century. We know this is far from the truth. The aver- 
age growth rate of the U.S. economy, for example, has been very close 
to 1.8 percent per year for the last hundred years. This easily rejected 
prediction of the original Romer formulation is avoided by requiring 
that 4 is less than one, which returns us to the results associated with 
equation (5.7).5 

Notice that nothing in this reasoning rules out increasing returns 
in research or positive knowledge spillovers. The knowledge spillover 
parameter, 4, may be positive and quite Iarge. What the reasoning points 
out is that the somewhat arbitrary case of 4 = 1 is strongly rejected by 
empirical ob~ervat ion .~  

Our last comment about the growth implications of this model of 
technology is that the results are similar to the neoclassical model in 
one important way. In the neoclassical model, changes in government 
policy and changes in the investment rate have no long-run effect on 
economic growth. This result was not surprising once we recognized 
that all growth in the neoclassical nlodel was due to exogenous techno- 
logical progress. In this model with endogenous technological progress, 
howevcr, wc have the same result. The long-run growth rate is invari- 
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ant to changes in the invcstmt:n( rate, anti even to changes in the share 
of the population that is cmployeti in research. This is seen by noting 
that none of the parameters in equatio~l (5.7) is affected when, say, the 
investment rate or the K&D share of labor is changed. Instead, these 
p l ic ies  affect the growth rate along a transition path to the new steady 
state altering the level of inco~ne. That is, even after,we endogenize tech- 
nology in this model, the long-run growth rate cannot be manipulated 
by policy makers using conventional policies such as subsidies to K&D. 

GROWTH EFFECTS VERSUS LEVEL EFFECTS 

The fact that standard policies cannot affect long-run growth is not 
a feature of the original Ronler model, nor of many other idea-based 
growth models that followed, including Grossrnan and Helpman (1991) 
and Aghion and Howitt (1992). Much of the theoretical work in new 
growth theory has sought to develop models in which policy changes 
can have effects on  long-run growth. 

The idea-based models in which changes in policy can permanently 
increase the growth rate of the economy all rely on the assumption that 
& = I ,  or its equivalent. As shown above, this assumption generates the 
counterfactual prediction that growth rates should accelerate over time 
with a growing population. Jones (1995a) generalized these models to 
the case of & < 1 to eliminate this defect and showed the somewhat 
surprising implication that this eliminates the long-run growth effects of 
policy as well. We will discuss these issues in more detail in Chapter 8. 

COMPARATIVE STATICS: A PERMANENT INCREASE 
IN THE R&D SHARE 

What happens to the advanced economies of the world if the share 
of the population searchirlg for new ideas increases permanently? For 
example, suppose there is a government subsidy for R&D that increases 
the fraction of the labor force doing research. 

An important feature of the model we have just developed is that 
many policy charlges (or comparative statics) can be analyzed with 
techniques we have already developed. Why? Notice that technologi- 
cal progress in the model can be analyzed \,y itself - i t  doesn't depend 

on capital or output, but only on the labor force and the share of the 
po~~u la t io l~  devoted to research. Once the growth rate of A is constant, 
the model behaves just like the Solow model with exogenous techno- 
logical progress. Therefore, our analysis proceeds in two steps. First. 
we consider what happens to technological progress and to the stock 
of ideas after the increase in K&D intensity occurs. Second, we analyze 
the elode1 as we did the Solow model, in steps familiar from Chapter 2. 
Before we proceed, it is worth noting that the analysis of changes that 
do not affect technology, such as a n  increase in the investment rate, is 
exactly like the analysis of the Solow model. 

Now consider what happens if the share of the population engaged in 
research increases permanently. To simplify things slightly, let's assume 
that A = 1 and & = 0 again; none of the results are qualitatively affected 
by this assumption. It is he lphl  to rewrite equation (5.51 as 

where SR  is the share of the population engaged in R&D, so that LA = SRL. 
Figure 5.1 shows what happens to technological progress when s~ 

increases permanently to sk, assuming the economy begins in steady 

TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS: AN INCREASE I N  THE 
R&D SHARE 

7 
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d / ~  OVER TIME 

I 
f = 0  TlME 

state. In steady state, the economy grows along a balanced growth patk 
at the rate of technological progress, g , ~ ,  which happens to equal the 
rate of population growth under our simplifyi~lg assumptions. The ratic 
L A / A  is therefore equal to g A / 6 .  Suppose the increase in sn occurs a 
time t = 0. With a population of Lo, the number of researchers increase: 
as sf( increases, so that the ratio L A / A  jumps to a higher level. Tht 
additional researchers produce an increased number of new ideas, sc 
the growth rate of techrlology is also higher at this point. This situatio~ 
corresponds to the point labeled "X" in the figure. At X, technologica 
progress A / A  exceeds population growth n,  so the ratio L A / A  decline 
over time, as indicated by the arrows. As this ratio declines, the rat, 
of technological change gradually falls also, until the economy return 
to the balanced growth path where g~ = n. Therefore. a permanen 
increase in the share of the population devoted to research raises th 
rate of tc~chnological progress temporarily, but not in the long run. Thi 
behavior is depicted in Figure 5.2. 

What hallpens to the level of technologv in this econortly? Figure 5. 
answers this question. The level of technology is grolsrit~g along a ba 
ant:ecl growth path at rate gA until timo t = 0. At this time, the growt 
ratc: ir1c:reases and the level of technology rises faster than before. Ovc 

liinc. howc\lc:r, the growtlr rate falls until i t  rrtl~rns to gA. The level 
of loc:hl~oiogy is pcrinanel~tly I~igllc!r as a restlit of the permanent in- 
c:re:ise in li&D. Notit:(! that a pelnlanent increase in s,j in the Romer 
ttlodel gencrarcs transition dynamics that are qualitatively similar to 
the  dynamic:^ generated I I ~  an  increase in the investment rate in the 
Solow modei. 

Now thal we know what happens to technology over time, we can 
asalyz(? the mn~ainder of the model in a Solow framework The long- 
run growth rate of the model is constant, so much of the algebra that we 
used in analyzing the Solow model applies. For example, the ratio y /A  
is coilstant along a balanced growth path and is given by an equation 
similar to equation (2.13): 

The only difference is the presence of the term 1 - S R ,  which adjusts for 
the difference between output per worker, L1-, and output per capita. L. 

Notice that along a balanced growth path, equation (5.9) can be 
solved for the level of A in  terms of the labor force: 

THE LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY OVER T l M E  

I I 

f = O  TIME 
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Notice that along a balanc:c:tl growth path, eq~ration (5.9) can be 
solved for the level of A in terms of the 1:1L)or forc:e: 

Combining this equation with (5.10), we get 

In this simple version of the model, per capita output is proportional to 
the population of the (world) economy along a balanced growth path. 
In other words, the model exhibits a scale effect in levels: a larger 
world economy will be a richer world economy. This scale effect arises 
fundamentally from the nonrivalrous nature of ideas: a larger economy 
provides a larger market for an idea, raising the return to research (a 
demand effect). In addition, a more populous world economy simply 
has more potential creators of ideas in the first place (a supply effect). 

The other terms in equation (5.11) are readily interpreted. The first 
term is familiar from the original Solow model. Economies that invest 
more in capital will be richer, for example. Two terms involve the share 
of labor devoted to research, s,<. The first time sf( appears, it enters 
negatively to reflect the fact that more researchers mean fewer work- 
ers producing output. The second time, it enters positively to reflect 
the fact that more researchers mean more ideas, which increases the 
productivity of the economy. 

THE ECONOMICS OF THE MODEL 

The first half of this chapter has analyzed the Romer model without dis- 
cussing the economics underlying the model. A number of economists 
in the 1960s developed models with similar macroeconomic feat~lres.~ 
However, the development of the microfoundations of such models 
had to wait until the 1980s when economists bctter understood how 
to model imperfect competition in a general equilibrium settingn In 

'I 'o~ oxample. Uzaw;~  (l!Hi5), I'ht:llls (I!J(i(i). Sh(:ll ( lg ( i 7 ) .  ; j~ld Nortlhaus (l!)(io). 

'KI:Y steps in this ~rridc~rst;~ritiir~ wcbrt: ;~c:c:r~rnplish~!d I, \ ,  S ~ I ! I I ~ : C !  Ilr171i). Dixil itnd SIiglilz 
(1!177), and Ethier (11)82). 

tact. one of the important contributions of Romer (1990) was to explain 
exactly how to construct an economy of profit-maximizing agents that 
endogenizes technological progress. The intuition behind this insight 
was developed in Chapter 4. Developing the mathematics is the sub- 
ject of the remainder of this section. Because this section is somewhat 
difficult, some readers may wish to skip to Section 5.3. 

The Rolller economy co~lsists of three sectors: a final-goods sector, an 
intermediate-goods sector, and a research sector. The reason for two of 
the sectors should be clear: some firms must produce output and some 
firms must produce ideas. The reason for the intermediate-goods sector 
is related to the presence of increasing returns discussed in Chapter 4. 

Each of these sectors will be discussed in turn. Briefly, the research 
sector creates new ideas, which take the form of new varieties of capital 
goods - new computer chips, fax machines, or printing presses. The 
research sector sells the exclusive right to produce a specific capital 
good to an intermediate-goods firm. The intermediate-goods firm, as a 
monopolist, manufactures the capital good and sells it to the final-goods 
sector, which produces output. 

' :" 
THE FINAL-GOODS SECTOR 

The final-goods sector of the Romer economy is very much like the 
final-goods sector of the Solow model. It consists of a large number of 
perfectly competitive firms that combine labor and capital to produce 
a homogeneous output good, Y. The production function is specified 
in a slightly different way, though, to reflect the fact that there is more 
than one capital good in the madel: 

Output, Y ,  is produced using labor, Lv, and a number of different capital 
goods, xi, which we will also call "intermediate goods." At any point 
in time, A measures the number of capital goods that are available to be 
used in the final-goods sector, and firms in the final-goods sector take 
this number as given. Inventions or  ideas in the model correspond to 
the creation of new capital goods that can be used by the final-goods 
sector to produce output. 
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Notice that this ~)rotlt~c:tion func:tion (:an \ I (?  ~rc!writtc:n ;IS 

ancl it is easy to sc?e that, for a givc:n A,  the production functio~i exhibits 
constant returns to scale; doubling the amount of labor a n d  the amount 
of each capital good will cxactly tlouble output. 

It turns out for technical reasons to be easier to analyze the model if 
\we replace the summation in the production function with an integral: 

Then, A measures the range of capital goods that are available to the 
final-goods sector, and this range is the interval on the real line [ O ,  A]. 
The basic interpretation of this equation, though, is unaffected by this 
technicality. 

With constant returns to scale, the number of firms cannot be pinned 
down, so we will assume there are a large number of identical firms 
producing final output and that perfect con~petitioll prevails in this 
sector. We will also nornlaiize the price of the final output, Y, to unit~r. 

Firms in the final-goods sector have to decide how much labor and 
how much of each capital good to use in producing output. They do 
this by solving the profit-maximization problem: 

max L Y ' "  Iu xicr d j  - wLy - 
L I . . ~ . ,  

p,x;di. 

where pi is the rental price for capital good j and w is the wage paid 
for labor. The first-order conditions characterizing the solution to this 
problem are 

and 

where this second condition applies to each capital good j. The first 
condition says that firms hire labor until the marginal product of labor 
cqirals the wage. The sc?c.ond condition says the same thing, Inlt Soi 

capital gootls: firms rent capital goods until the marginal product of 
eac:h kind of capital oq~rals the rental price, p,. To see the intuition for 
thcse ecluatiuns, s~111pose tlie rliargi~lal product of a capital good were 
higher than its rental price. Then the firnl should rent another unit; the 
ou tpu t produced will more than pay for the rental price. If the marginal 
product is bc?low the relltal price, then the firm can increase profits by 
reducing the aniount of capital used. 

THE INTERMEDIATE-GOODS SECTOR 

The intermediate-goods sector consists of monopolists who produce 
the capital goods that are sold to the final-goods sector. These firms gain 
their monopoly power by purchasing the design for a specific capital 
good from the research sector. Because of patent protection, only one 
firm manufactures each capital good. 

Once the design for a particular capital good has been purchased 
(a fixed cost), the intermediate-goods firm produces the capita1 good 
with a very simple production function: one unit of raw capital can be 
automatically translated into one unit of the capital good. The profit 
maximization problem for an intermediate goods firm is then 

max T, = p,[xi)xj - rx,, 
XI 

where p, (x)  is the demand function for the capital good given in equa- 
tion (5.13). The first-order conditibn for this problem, dropping the j 
subscripts, is 

Rewriting this equation we get 

which implies that 

1 
I-' = * + ~ ' ( . Y , . Y  r.  

I' 

Finally, the elasticity, pl(x)x/p, can be calculated from the demand 
curve in equation (5.13). I t  is equal to - I ,  so the intermediate-goods 
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THE RESEARCH SECTOR 

This is the s o l i ~ l i o ~ ~  for each ~nonol~ol is t ,  so that all capital goods sell 
for thc sanlc: pric:c!. Hacausc the demand func:tions in equation (5.13) art? 
also the same, oac:h capital good is clnployed It\: the fi nal-goods firrlls in 
thc same amount: s, = x. Therefort:, each c:apital-goods firm earns the 
same profit. Wit11 some algebra, one can show that this profit is given 

I)Y 

Finally, the total demand for capital from the intermediate-goods 
firms must equal the total capital stock in the economy: 

Since the capital goods are each used in the same amount, s, this equa- 
tion can be used to determine x: 

The final-goods production function can be rewritten, using the fact 
that s, = .u, as 

y = A L ~ ~ - * ~ " ,  

and substituting from equation (5.15) reveals that 

Tliat is, we so(: t11;it the production hs:hnoiogy b r  thn final-goods sector 1 
generates the sarnt: aggregate l>rodtrction func;tion used throughout this 1 
t~ook. In partic:ular, this is thc aggregate: l~rodi~c:tion function used in 1 
oquation (5.1). i 

I 

Muc:h of tht: ;rn;~l\!sis of' tht: rcsc?an:h sector has alrcttdy been provided. 
'l'h(? rc:sc:arc:I1 st:c:tor is c?ssentialli~ likc gold mining in the wild West 
in the! mid-ninctr:entl~ centilry. Allyone is free to "prospect" for ideas, 
and the r1:\21;1r(I i'or ~ ~ r o s l ~ e c t i n g  is the discovery of a "nugget" that can 
I)(: solti. 1tlc:as in this nlodel are designs for new capital goods: a faster 
c:omlxit(!r c : l i i l ~ ,  ;I mc:thod for gelletically altering corn to make it more 
resistant to ~ ~ o s t s .  or a new way to organize movie theaters. These de- 
signs c a l ~  I)(! ~hought of as instructions that explain how to transform a 
  nit of raw capital into a unit of a new capital good. New designs are 
discovered according to equation (5.4). 

When a new design i s  discovered, the inventor receives a patent 
from the government for the  exclusive right to produce the new capital 
good. (To si~nplify the analysis, we assume that the patent lasts forever.) 
The inventor sells the patent to an intermediate-goods firm and uses the 
proceeds to consume and save, just like any other agent in the model. 
But what is the price of a patent for a new design? 

We assume that anyone can bid for the patent. How much will a 
potential bidder be willing to pay? The answer is the present discounted 
value of the profits to be earned by an intermediate-goods firm. Any 
less, and sonleone would be willing to bid higher; any more, and  no  
one would be willing to bid. Let PA be the price of a new design, this 
present discounted value. How does PA change over time? The answer 
lies in an extremely useful line of reasoning in economics and finance 
called the method of arbitrage. 

The arbitrage argument goes as follows. Suppose I have some money 
to invest for one period. I have two options. First, I can put the money 
in the "bank" (in this model, this is equivalent to purchasing a unit 
of capital) and earn the interest rate r. Alternatively, I can purchase a 
patent for one period, earn the profits that period, and then sell the 
patent. In eqttilibrium, it must be the case that the rate of return from 
both of these invc?stn~ents is the same. If not, everyone would jurnp at the 
more profitable investment, driving its return down.  ath he ma tic ally, 
the arl~itrage equotion states that the returns are the same: 

1'111: I(:ft-hanti siclc of this equation is the interest earned from investing 
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P ,  it1 t1111 1)i1111;: t i i t :  right-11;1ntl sitl(! IS  t110 prot'its p l~ t s  lilo c:;~pit;ll g;iin or 
loss t l ~ i ~ t  I - ( :SLI~IS I'ro~ll t l ~ t !  (:11;111g(! i l l  tIl(: ~)r i ( : ( :  o l ' t l l ~  lIi\I(!~lt. '1'[1(!5(! Iihro 
must 111: (:clu;~I in c:qi~ilil)rir~nl. 

Kewriting equation (5.1 7 )  slightly, 

Along a balanc:ctl growth path. I' is co~lstant." Therefor[?, -rr/P,, must \I(: 

constant also. wllicl~ means that r a n d  P I  liav(? to grow at thc salzic: rate; 
this rate turns o u t  to be thc l~opulation gro~r th  rate, n."' Theretore, the 
arbitrage equation iinplies that 

This equation gives the price of a patent along a balanced growth path. 

S O L V I N G  THE M O D E L  

We have now described the market structure and the microeconomics 
underlying the basic equations given in Section 5.1. The model is some- 
what complicated, but several features that were discussed in Chapter 4 

are worth noting. First, the aggregate production function exhibits in- 
creasing returns. There are constant returns to K and L, but increasing 
returns once we note that ideas, A, art: also an input to production. 
Second, the increasing returns require imperfect competition. This ap- 
pears in the model in the intermediate-goods sector. Firms in this sector 
are monopolists, and capital goods sell at a price that is greater than 
marginal cost. However, the profits earned by these firms are extracted 
by the inventors, and these profits simply compensate the inventors for 
the time they spend "prospecting" for new designs. This framework is 
called nlonopnlistic cor~lpelition. There are no economic profits in the 
model; all rents compensatr? some f'actor input. Finally, once M ~ O  tlt:part 
from t h ~  worI(1 of perfect (:01111)etiti011 t l i ( ? r ~  is 110 reason to think that 

~li;~rk(:ts !ric:ld th(? ..l)c:st of all ~~ossible \worl(ls." 712~is last point is one 
tli ;r t  we tit:vc!lol, more cal-ehrlly in thc nc:xt section. 

We havo aIrc:ady soIvc:d f i ~ r  tht:growth rate of the economy in steady 
state. The part of the nlotfcl that remains to l)e sol\ied is the allocation of 
Int~or bc?twcon rc:searcl~ and  the final-goods sector. Rather than assuming 
sll is constant, we I(:t i t  he determined endogenously by the model. 

On(:(: again, thc concept of arbitrage enters. I t  must be the case that, at 
the margin, inciivitlr~als in  this sinrplified model are indifferent between 
working in the final-goods sector and working in the research sector. 
Labor working in the final-goods sector earns a wage that is equal to its 
marginal product in that sector, as given in equation (5.12): 

Researchers earn a wage based on the value of the designs they dis- 
cover. We will assume that researchers take their productivity in the 
research sector, 6, as given. They do not recognize that productivity 
falls as more labor enters because of duplication, and they do not inter- 
nalize the knowledge spillover associated with +. Therefore, the wage 
earned by labor in the research sector is equal to its marginal product, 
6 ,  multiplied by the value of the new ideas created, PA: 

Because there is free entry into both the research sector and the final 
goods sector, these wages bust be the same: i,vy = WE. This condition, 
with some algebra shown in the appendix to this chapter, reveals that 
the share of the population 8 that works in the research sector, s ~ ,  is given 

by 

Notice that the faster the econonly grows (the higher is g ~ ) ,  the higher 
the fraction of the population that works in research. The higher the 
rliscount rat(: that applies to c;iirrent profits to get the prese~lt discounted 
value ( I .  - I? ) ,  the lower the fraction working in research." 

" O i i t :  C : ; I I I  , : l i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i i t ~ :  1 1 1 ~  i~itt:r(:st ~ ; I I < :  i'r0111 this ~ : ~ I I ~ I [ ~ I I I ~  1)y 11otiilg that r = ~ ' Y / K  and 
~ ( : l l i n g  1111: t : i ~ ~ ) i ! ; ~ l - o ~ ~ t ~ " ' I  r i l t io  (.ro111 1111: ~ : i ~ l ) i ~ i ~ l  ; I < : ( : I I I I ~ I I ~ ; I ~ ~ ~ I I  0qtiatio11: Y/K = (n + g + 
( I ) / S ~ .  
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With some algebra, one can show that the interest rate in this econ- 
omy 1s given by 1. = tr2l ' /K.  Notice that this is Irss than th(: marginal 
product of capital, which from equation (5.16) is tho t'amiliar cu Y/K. 
This d~fference reflects an important point. In the S o l o ~ i  nlodel with 
perfect competition and constant returns to scale, all factors are paid 
their marginal products: r = uY/I\', w = (I - a ) Y / L ,  and therefore 
rk' + LVL = Y .  In the Romer model, however, production in the econ- 
omy is characterized by increasing returns and all factors cannot be 
paid their marginal products. This is clear from the Solow example just 
given: because rK + wL = Y, there is no output in the Solow economy 
remaining to compensate individuals for their effort in creating new A. 
This is what necessitates imperfect competition in the model. Here, 
capital is paid less than its marginal product, and the remainder is used 
to compensate researchers for the creation of new ideas. 

OPTIMAL R&D 

IS the share of the population that works in research optimal? In general, 
the answer to this question in the Romer model is no. In this case, the 
markets do not induce the right amount of labor to work in research. 
Why not? Where does Adam Smith's invisible hand go wrong? 

There are three distortions to research in the model that cause s~ 
to differ from its optimal level. Two of the distortions are easy to see 
from the production function for ideas. First, the market values re- 
search according to the stream of profits that are earned from the new 
design. What the market misses, though, is that the new invention may 
affect the productivity of future research. Recall that & > 0 implies 
that the productivity of research increases with the stock of ideas. The 
problem here is one of a missing market: researchers are not compen- 
sated for their contribution toward improving the productivity of future 
researchers. For example, subsequent generations did not reward Isaac 
Newton sufficiently for inventing calculus. Therefore, with & > 0, there 
is a tendency, other things being equal, for the market to provide too lit- 
tle research. This distortion is often called a "knowledge spillover" be- 
cause some of the knowledge created "spills over" to other researchers. 
This is the "standing on shoulders" effect referred to earlier. In this 
sense, it is very much like a classic positive externality: i f  the bees that 

a farmer raises for honey provide an extra benefit to the community 
that the farmer doesn't capture (they pollinate the apple trees in the 
surrounding area), the market will underprovide honey bees.12 

The second distortion, the "stepping on toes" effect, is also a classic 
externality. It occurs because researchers do not take into account the 
fact that they lower research productivity through duplication when A is 
less than 1. in this case, however, the externality is negative. Therefore, 
the market tends to provide too much research, other things being equal. 

Finally, the third distortion can be called a "consumer-surplus ef- 
fect." The intuition for this distortion is simple and can be seen by 
considering a standard monopoly problem, as in Figure 5.4. An inven- 
tor of a new design captures the monopoly profit shown in the figure. 
However, the potential gain to society from inventing the good is the 
entire consumer-surplus triangle above the marginal cost of production 
(MC). The incentive to innovate, the monopoly profit, is less than the 
gain to society, and this effect tends to generate too little innovation, 
other things being equal. 

I .- " THE "CONSUMER-SURPLUS EFFECT" 

l 

I 
I Demand 
I 
I 

QUANTITY 

''On ill(! other hanti, i f  d, < (1. then the reverse could be true. 
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In pr;rc:tic:c:, thcst! tlistortions (:;III I)(: vc:rv I;~rge. (:ollsidur the con- 
sumc!r surl)li~s assc~c:iatc?d wit11 Ijilsic: i11\1onl ions si1(:11 ;IS 111c: (:t~rc for 
malaria or cholera or tho clist:ovc:r~ of c:;il~:uli~s. For those inventions, 
associatecl with "l~asic: sc:it?nce," tht! knowl(:tlge sl~illovcrs and the 
consumer-surpl~~s et'fr:c:ts are gnnc?rallv f(:lt to I)c so large that the gov- 
ernliie~it funds basic rc?sei~rch in univorsitios and rescarc:h centers. 

These distortio~ls may also be ilnl~ort;in[ c:vc:n For 11&D undertaken 
by firms. Consider thc consumer s u r p l ~ ~ s  benefits from the invention of 
the telephone, electric power, the laser. and the transistor. A sr~bsta~ltial 
literature in economics, led by Zvi Griliches, Edwin Mansfield, and oth- 
ers, seeks to estimate the "social" rate of return to research performed 
by firms. Griliches (1991) reviews this literature and finds social rates 
of return on the order of 40 to 60 percent, far exceeding private rates of 
return. As an empirical matter, this suggests that the positive external- 
ities of research outweigh the negative externalities so that the market, 
even in the presence of the modern patent system, tends to provide too 
little research. 

A final comment on imperfect competition and monopolies is in 
order. Classical eco~lonlic theory argues that monopolies are bad for 
welfare and efficiency because they create "deadweight losses" in the 
econoniy. This reasorli~lg underlies regulations designed to prevent 
firms from pricing above marginal cost. In contrast, the econon~ics of 
ideas suggests that it is critical that firms be allowed to price above 
marginal cost. It is exactly this wedge that provides the profits that are 
the incentive for firms to innovate. I11 deciding antitrust issues, modern 
regulation of imperfect competition has to weigh the deadweight losses 
against the incentive to innovate. 

- SUMMARY 

Technological progress is the engine of c:conomic growth. In this chap- 
ter, we have cndogenized the pror:c:ss I)y which technologica1 change 
occurs. Instead of "manna from Ilc:;~vc:~i," technological progress arises 
as individuals seek out new ideas in a n  effort to capttlre some of the 
social gain thcse ncw idcas generate i n  !lie forin of profit. Btrtter mouse- 
traj~s gc:~ inventc:d and ~narketeti \)c?c:t~ust: peoplo will pay a ~~rcrnium for 
a bettt:r way to catch mice. 

In Cll"pt(:r 4. it.(: sho\wotl that th(: nonri\falrot~s n;ltu~.t? of ideas im- 
p1ic:s lhat 11rodtlc:tion is c:haracteviznd I ] \  inc:rc:asi~~g retl~rns to scale. In 
this c:hal)tc!r, this in11)Iic:at ion scrvc:(l to illt~stratc thc ge~ieral importance 
of sc:;tlt: i l l  tile ttc:onolny. Sl>ecifici~lly. the growth r.;~tc: of world technol- 
ogv is tinti to th~t  growth rate of the popcrlation. A larger number of 
~(?S(:;II.C~(:I'S (:ill1 [:r(!iIt(> il larger numl~er of itleas. ;ind i t  is this general 
1)rinc:i 11Ic t 11;11 gt:nc:rtrtt?s per capita growth. 

As in tho Solow   nod el, comparative statics in this nlodel (such as 
a n  incrctasc in tht? investment rate or an in(:reasc: in the share of the 
1i1l10r force (?rigaged in R&D) generate level effects rather than long-run 
growth effects. For example, a government subsidy that increases the 
share of labor in research will typically increase the growth rate of the 
economy, but only temporarily, as the economy transits to a higher level 
of income. 

The results of this chapter match up nicelv with the historical 
evidence documented in Chapter 4. Consider broadly the history of 
economic growth in reverse chronological order. The Rorner model is 
clearly meant to describe the evolution of technology since the estab- 
lishment of intellectual property rights. It is the presence of patents and 
copyrights that enables inventors to earn profits to cover the initial costs 
of developing new ideas. In the last century (or two), the world econ- 
omy has witnessed sustained, rapid growth in population, technology, 
and per capita income never before seen in history. 

Consider how the model economy would behave in the absence of 
property rights. In this case, innovators would be unable to earn the 
profits that encourage them to undertake research in the first place, 
so that no research would take place. With no research, no new ideas 
would be created, technology would be constant, and there would be 
110 per capita growth in the economy. Broadly speaking, just such a 
situation prevailed in the world prior to the Industrial Revol~t ion . '~  

Finally, a large body of research suggests that social returns to in- 
novation remain well above private returns. Althot~gll the "prizes" that 
th(1 market offers to potential innovators are sut~stantial, these prizes 

' " I ' I I I : ~ ( :  wcrl!. II(.I:OII~SI:.  \.I:I.\: I ~ I I I ; ~ ~ I ~ I !  s(:i~!illifi(: i i i l ~ i  II :I :IIIIOIO~II: ;II  fitl\.iinc:os before 1760, 

11111  11tt:s1! w ~ : r ~ :  i i i l ~ ! r - l ~ ~ i t ! ~ ! n ~  iintl thorc! was l i l t l o  stisl;iint:~l f iru\"l~.  \\'l~;it (lid occur might 
111: i ( t l t i I 1 1 1 1 1 : t l  l o  i l i ~ l i ~ ~ i ~ l ( ~ ~ i l  c:tiriosity, g~~v( ! r i i~ i i~ ! i i l  r~!w~ircls, o r  1 1 1 i I l l i ( :  l ~ t i l c l i ~ ~ g  (such as the 
111~in~ f o r  1111: ~ : I I ~ I I I I I I I I I ( : I I ! ~  , ~ I I I I  1111: s(ip1)ort l'or ; i s t r o ~ i ~ ~ ~ n i ~ : t ~ l  ( ~ l ~ s ~ : ~ v ; i t ~ ~ r i ~ ! s ) .  
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still I'all l ' ~ r  sl~ort of t11c tott~l gai11 to so(:i(?ty fro111 i~ inovat io~~s .  This 
fi;lp \x!~\v(:oII social ;inti pri\r;itc: r.c?t\~rns suggests that large gains iirt? still 
avi~ilal)lc from the crc?ation of I~(:MI ~~le( :ha~~isnls  clc!signeci to tlncouragc? 
researc:h. M(:r:lianisms like thn patcnt system arc the~llselvcs ideas, ant1 
th(:rt: is no rc:i~son to think t l ~ c  \)(?st idoas have alro;ldy heen discov- 
ered. 

APPENDIX:  SOLVING F O R  THE R&D SHARE 

The share of the population that works in research, SR, is obtained by 
setting the wage in the final-goods sector equal to the wage in research: 

Substituting for PA from equation (5.18), 

- 7T Y 
8---- = (1 - a)-  

r - n  LY 

Recall that 7~ is proportional to Y / A  in equation (5.14):  

Several terms cancel, leaving 

Finally, notice that A / A  = ~ L * / A ,  so that $ / A  = ~ A / L A  along a bal- 
anced growth path. With this substitution, 

Notice that L , , /L ,  is just s,{/(l - s , , ) .  Solving the equation for sf? then 
reveals 

EXERCISES 

1. AII  i r ~ c r r n s r  in t l ~ c  pradiictii~ity ofresearch. Suppose there is a one- 
time inc:rt:asc i n  the productivity of research, represented by an in- 
crease i n  & in  Figure 5.1. What happens to the growth rate and the 
Ir?vel of tc:c:hnology over time? 

2 .  Too lriuch of cl good thing? Consider the level of per capita income 
along a halanced growth path given by equation (5.11). Find the 
value for s,c that maximizes output per worker along a balanced 
growth path for this example. Why is it possible to do too much R&D 
according to this criterion? 

3. The future of economic growth (from Jones ( 2002 ) ) .  Recall from Fig- 
ure 4.6 and the discussion surrounding this figure in Chapter 4 that 
the number of scientists and engineers engaged in R&D has been 
growing faster than the rate of population growth in the advanced 
economies of the world. To take some plausible numbers, assume 
population growth is 1 percent and the growth rate of researchers is 
3 percent per year. Assume that A/A has been constant at about 2 
percent per year. 

(a) Using equation (5.6) ,  calculate an estimate of h / ( l  - 4). 

(b) Using this estimate and equation (5.7). calculate an estimate of 
the long-run steady-state growth rate of the world economy. 

(c) Why does your estimate of long-run steady-state growth differ 
from the 2 percent rate of growth of A observed historically? 

(d) Does the fact that many developing countries are starting to en- 
gage in R&D change this calculation? 

4. The share of the surplus appropriated by inventors (from Kremer 
1998) .  In Figure 5.4, find the ratio of the profit captured by the mo- 
nopolist to the total potential consumer surplus available if the good 
were priced at ~nargi~lal cost. Assume that marginal cost is constant 
at c and the dernarld ctrrvo is linear: Q = a - bP, where a,  b, and c 
are positive constants with n - bc > 0. 

as reported i n  (?quation ( 5 . 19 ) .  


